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Dear Global Investor,        July 23rd, 2018 
 
 

RE: INTAC Investment Commentary 2018-Q2 
 
 
HIGHLIGHTS: 
 
 As forecasted in our INTAC Investment Commentary (“IIC”) 2018-Q1 Gold / Silver & Precious Metals Mining 

Shares & Related Investments (“G&PM”), in general terms, had a difficult quarter in 2018-Q2; 
 

 INTAC maintained our G&PM hedges over 2018-Q2 and has recently begun to book nice profits on a portion 
of our hedges; 
 

 INTAC has also booked nice profits on several of our G&PM positions including a portion of are event driven 
/ special situation investments that experienced very nice rallies (e.g. Torex Gold Resources Inc. (TXG.TO), 
Pretium Resources Inc. (PVG), among others) during the quarter; 
 

 As previously advised, this G&PM bull market remained a difficult whipsawing market in 2018-Q2 and this 
was not good for the leveraged mining ETF’s (e.g. JNUG and NUGT) due to the significant decay that results 
in these ETF’s during a whipsawing market and INTAC again significantly outperformed JNUG and NUGT in 
2018-Q2 as we did in 2018-Q1, 2017, and 2016; 
 

 Also, as previously advised, this G&PM bull market is becoming far more selective in terms of gold and silver 
mining shares performance, which is now favoring experienced active investment management in the G&PM 
sector over passive ETF investment vehicles; 
 

 Further, this whipsawing / base building period, over the past two years, in the G&PM sector, has benefited 
INTAC’s active investment management approach through our utilization of relative value hedging strategies 
and market timing trading strategies; 
 

 Bottom Line - INTAC has been able to maintain our significant outperformance to both the unleveraged and 
leveraged ETF’s of GDX / GDXJ and NUGT / JNUG respectively that we have achieved since 2016; and 

 
 This G&PM secular bull market should really get going, in a sustainable way, in late 2018 / early 2019, 

accelerate upwards into 2019, and may well become the greatest bull market ever by the year end 2026. 
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CONTAINED IN THIS INVESTMENT COMMENTARY: 
 

- INTAC Performance Review; 
 

- INTAC G&PM Indicators to Predict the Start of the Next Rally; 
 

- INTAC Analysis of the XAU Recovery from 1986 to 1990 Vs. 2016 to 2020; 
 

- List of Additional Research Reports and Video Research Links; and 
 

- Our Concluding Remarks. 
 
 
INTAC Performance Review: 
 

 
Investment 

2018-Q2 % Chng 
(April 16, 2018 – 
Jul 16, 2018) 

2017 % Chng 
(Dec 30, 2016 – 
Dec 29, 2017) 

2016 % Chng 
(Dec 31, 2015 – 
Dec 30, 2016) 

INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive -7.39% 32.07% 111.17% 
INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced to Aggressive -6.19% 18.01% 79.97% 
INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced -5.18% 11.08% 60.11% 
INTAC Investment Philosophy Cautious to Balanced -4.20% 6.11% 32.71% 
S&P 500 Index 4.5% 19.42% 9.54% 
Gold Bullion Spot Price -7.71% 13.17% 8.47% 
Global X Silver Miners ETF (SIL) -7.49% 1.65% 73.47% 
VanEck Vectors Gold Miners ETF (GDX) -4.08% 11.09% 52.48% 
VanEck Vectors Junior Gold Miners ETF (GDXJ) -3.53% 8.18% 64.24% 
Gold Bugs Index (HUI) -5.16% 5.48% 63.98% 
Direxion Daily Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (NUGT) -14.22% 3.73% 57.33% 
Direxion Daily Junior Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (JNUG) -13.58% -20.43% 79.71% 

The above INTAC returns are for all client accounts including all fees and all expenses for all clients whom did not change their investment philosophy and/or client margin and/or contribute / redeem capital 
from their investment account during the period.  Investment returns may vary (i.e. higher or lower) from those listed above for clients whom made such changes / alterations over the period.  Returns are 
calculated by Mark Andrew Robinson (CFA and CEO & Compliance for INTAC) and verified annually by Deloitte & Touch. 

 
As previously written in our past commentaries, as happy as we are with the outperformance since 2016 we remind 
investors that it will not be a straight-line rally and there will continue to be a volatility and a whipsawing market 
in the G&PM sector (i.e. as there has been in 2017, 2016, and all years prior with both trending upside volatility 
and trending down side volatility) and that our remaining intended investment time horizon, for our overweight – 
concentrated – often leveraged exposure to G&PM held in the INTAC Growth Portfolios, remains until the year-
end 2020 to 2024 year-end.  We believe the second half of the secular G&PM bull market has most likely started 
and will begin to advance on a sustainable basis later in 2018.  Further, we believe the G&PM sector will produce 
the greatest bull market ever by 2020-YE to 2026, driven by the fundaments presented at length in our prior 
correspondence. 
 
 
INTAC G&PM Indicators to Predict the Start of the Next G&PM Rally; 
 
25 INDICATORS INTAC HAS SET UP AND IS MONITORING TO ASSIST IN PREDICTING WHEN THE 
START OF THE 2nd LEG UP IN THE 2nd HALF OF THE G&PM SECULAR BULL MARKET WILL 
COMMENCE: 
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1) Yen: Would like to see the Yen pull back to the long term advancing trendline / support zone and see the 
50 day moving average (blue) cross below the 200 day moving average (red): 

 
 
Yes, both these triggers have occurred on these buy alarms.  However, it would be nice to see the 
Yen quickly rise back above the trendline to add confidence to the G&PM bull market case. 
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2) $BPGDM: Trigger < 30 (ideally < 20) & RSI < 30 & TSI < 0 (ideally < -50): 

 
 
Therefore, RSI and TSI have reached my alarm triggers... and the $BPGDM reading is almost 
there... so, we might be there or should be very soon... 
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3) GDXJ/GDX: An upside swing from trendline support or a capitulation sell off in GDXJ relative to GDX such 
that the RSI is < 30: 

 
 
Therefore, end of 2018-Q2 spike down plus a potential swing may be developing... so, we may be 
getting close... 
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4) GDXJ & JNUG and/or GDX & NUGT: Volume spike, then sell down, and RSI (14) < 30: 
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Therefore, not yet... but may be getting close on the recent big volume spike in NUGT... 
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5) INIVX: < $8.50 and ideally < $8.00: 

 
Therefore, just getting into the zone... close enough to build positions... but keep some hedges on... 
there may still be a spike down... potentially before the start of a 2nd leg up.  
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6) Gold Hedgers Position: smaller than -100K contracts short (e.g. -90K) but ideally smaller than -75K 
contracts short: 

 
 
Therefore, COT alarm has been triggered... Bullion Banks have reduced shorts to less than -100K 
contracts (i.e. recently at -73,635)... this is often as good as it gets in a bull market (i.e. which we  
believe we have been in since December 2015)... this may provide the fuel to soon launch an 
explosive 2nd leg up in the G&PM secular bull market.  JP Morgan may have also broken away from 
the Bullion Bank Cartel and is potentially loading up on the long side... 
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7) Gold Seasonality: usually best to buy gold / G&PM around the end of June (e.g. day 178 (i.e. June 
26th/27th) or day 188 (i.e. July 6th) in the year): 

 
Written on May 22nd, 2016: “June 1st is the Non-Farm Payrolls (NFP) and a strong employment 
number could be the catalyst for a bullion bank sell off in the gold and silver mining shares.  Then 
June 12th / 13th is the next FED meeting with press conference on June 13th at 2 pm EST which may 
be the opportunity for the FED to get more hawkish on interest rates and the bullion banks to 
coordinate a takedown of the gold price and gold and silver mining shares into the end of June or 
early July for 2018-Q2 End and 2018-H1 End reverse window dressing.  The bullion banks target 
key G&PM stocks held by hedge funds and other G&PM retail funds and products on these critical 
valuation and reporting dates to generate poor returns for these funds to then shake loose their 
investors over the following weeks to enable the bullion banks to accumulate big positions and 
this in turn could provide the fuel to launch the start of the 2nd major leg up in the second half of 
the secular G&PM bull market.” 
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8) USD Optix: Buy gold when there is Excessive Optimism in the USD (e.g. at least 60 the red dotted line or 
greater and preferably near or above 70): 

 
 
Therefore, yes, this alarm has triggered, as the USD recently quadruple topped above 60 and 
double topped near 70... 
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9) Gold Optix: Buy gold and G&PM when there is Excessive Pessimism in gold (e.g. Gold Optix at least 40 or 
less and ideally at or below 30): 

https://www.sentimentrader.com/users/charts/po_gold  
 

 
 
Therefore, yes, this alarm has triggered, bottomed below 40 three times in Q2 and touched 30 (i.e. 
Excessive Pessimism) on June 28th, 2018.... and is now at 26 as of July 23rd the most extreme 
Excessive Pessimism since December 2015.  Gold sentiment sours.  Optimism on gold dropped to 
one of its lowest levels in 7-years, and the lowest since December 2015.  There may be one last 
draw down, with a positively divergent lower low in gold during a stock market crash (e.g. 
potentially in the fall).  However, the extreme Excessive Pessimism currently in the gold sector 
portends at least a sizable bounce is nigh.  However, this may be as bad as it gets, for extreme 
Excessive Pessimism in the gold sector, if we are in the 2nd half of a gold secular bull market (i.e. 
since Dec 2015) and provided gold does not initially sell off in the next stock market crash. 
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10) GLD Optix: Buy gold when there is Excessive Pessimism in the GLD (e.g. GLD Optix at least 30 or less and 
ideally at or below 20 a few times in a row and at least a few months since reaching Excessive 
Optimism): 

 
 
Therefore, yes, this alarm has recently been triggered (i.e. moderately), regarding all criteria listed 
above. 
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11) GDXJ Optix: Buy junior gold miners when there is Excessive Pessimism in the GDXJ (e.g. GDXJ Optix at 
least 30 or less and ideally below 20 a few times in a row): 

 
Therefore, no, not yet.  This is strange as the G&PM miners most often lead the gold price down 
and also up... either this is a very bullish sign... in that one of the big banks has broken away from 
the cartel and is buying up all the G&PM mining shares while the gold price is getting smashed by 
the cartel and thus the G&PM mining shares aren’t “really” coming down as planned by the cartel... 
or alternatively the G&PM mining shares will get smashed down hard soon catching the gold price 
in terms of Excessive Pessimism... 
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12) GDX Optix: Buy mid-tier gold miners when there is Excessive Pessimism in the GDX (e.g. GDX Optix at 
least 30 or less and ideally below 20 a few times in a row): 

 
 
Therefore, no, not yet, but starting to get close.  This is strange as the G&PM miners most often 
lead the gold price down and also up... either this is a very bullish sign... in that one of the big 
banks has broken away from the cartel and is buying up all the G&PM mining shares while the 
gold price is getting smashed by the cartel and thus the G&PM mining shares aren’t “really” 
coming down as planned by the cartel... or alternatively the G&PM mining shares will get smashed 
down hard soon catching the gold price in terms of Excessive Pessimism... 
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13) Gold Risk Levels: Buy gold when “Low Risk”.  However, watch out for a move up in the gold price (e.g. 
$20 to $30) and an increase in the risk level in gold while gold mining shares get smashed prior to the 
start of their next big move up (e.g. Dec 19th, 2015 to Jan 19th, 2016): 

https://www.sentimentrader.com/users/charts/model_risk_gold  
 

 
 
Therefore, yes for gold but maybe not quite yet for G&PM mining shares/funds...  Alternatively, 
G&PM mining shares were beaten down so bad in the cyclical bear market and then smacked 
down hard after the initial baby bull which was then followed by a long drawn out whipsaw 
market such that now there are few sellers left of G&PM mining shares...  So, this attack on the 
paper price of gold is not getting the selling pressure in the G&PM mining shares that the bullion 
bank cartel was hoping for... Further, players like JP Morgan, Bank of America, and BlackRock may 
already be very long gold, silver, and G&PM mining shares and are ready to start the 2nd major leg 
up in the second half of the secular G&PM bull market sooner rather than later... 
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14) GOLD COTs - DETAILED ANALYSES:  Commercial Positions (i.e. Bullion Banks) should be a lower number 
than -100K contracts net short and thus Non-Commercial Positions (i.e. Hedge Fund Dumb Money) 
should be less than +85K contracts net long and thus Non-Reportable Positions (i.e. Retail Dumb Money) 
should be less than +15K contracts net long FOR SIGNAL to buy gold and G&PM’s: 
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Therefore, yes, these G&PM buy alarms have triggered on the detailed COT analysis for the 
Commercials and NonCommercials and have almost triggered for the NonReportable positions.  
However, the NonReportable positions may have larger long positions than normally ideal 
because some of the Bullion banks may be holding hidden long positions in the NonReportable. 
 
GOLD COT – Extremely bullish, suggests at least a strong bounce ahead 

 Funds were net short -26k contracts, just 1k less than in Dec 2015 before its meteoric rally. 
 Banks cut their shorts and were basically back to neutral.  They have been long recently, so their 

positioning could be more bullish. 
 Commercials cut their net short position to -73,635 exactly matching the low in July 2017 when Gold 

bottomed at 1204 and rose to 1355.  So, their positioning is positively divergent here. 
 Other Reportables increased their net long position slightly to second highest on record also. 
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 Banks & Other (i.e. combined) increased their net long position to the 4th highest on record. 
 Commercials & Other (i.e. combined) are now long for the first time since Jan 2016. 

 
This is all extremely bullish.  It certainly justifies “at least” a strong bounce.  However, it can 
become even more bullish, repeating what happened in 2015 between Aug and Dec.  Given that we 
expect a crash in stocks later this year, which is deflationary, and Bullion Banks may repeatedly 
slam metals lower as they did back in 2008, it is possible that we could see lower lows yet... 
 
Then there is USD/CNY.  The trade war is not going anywhere any time soon unless 1. Trump 
backs off for the sake of the Midterm elections 2. Stock market does crash, and US is forced to back 
down, or 3. Fed decides to reverse policy under pressure from Trump.  Simply put, if USD/CNY 
continues higher, Gold could go even lower, Funds shorter and Banks, Commercials, Other Reps 
even longer. 
 
But for now, this indicates a strong bounce is ahead, perhaps a whole lot more if gold anticipates a 
crash and Fed reversal. 
 
Note for below charts: Money Mgrs = Funds, Swaps = Banks, Commercials = Banks offering the 
other side of the trade which they hedge elsewhere, Other = non-reportable which can be Banks / 
Commercials triangulating through “Others” to hid positions.  B&O is Banks & Others added 
together and C&O is Commercials & Others added together. 
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15) Gold Price % Deviation from the 200 Day Moving Average: Target < -5% (e.g. < $1,240) and ideally closer 
to -10% (e.g. around $1,180): 

 
 
Therefore, yes, initially in early July, and now more so now as the 200 dma % deviation is starting 
to get down towards the ideal -7.5% to -10% level... 
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16) COPPOCK INDICATOR BGMI: Buy G&PM miners/funds when Coppock Indicator negative and turns up 
and sell when above 1,000 and turns back down: 

 
 

 
 
Therefore, yes, but just barely, and data for charts need to be updated...   
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17) XAU GOLD BULLISH PERCENT INDEX: 50d Target < 10: 

 
 
Therefore, not yet. 
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18) GOLD BOLLINGER BANDS: Want these to narrow then price to get down to between lower blue & green 

Bollinger’s and stay in there for several days while declining followed by a big expansion of Bollinger’s on 
the 1 Year chart (see below): 

 
 
Therefore, yes, reduce hedges, then further on a SWING DAY, and then reduce hedges further on 
an upside breakout of the first major overhead resistance. 
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19) XAU INDEX BOLLINGER BANDS: Want Bollinger Bands to narrow and price to get down to blue line on 
the 2-year chart and later down to green line (i.e. where green line was when blue line was first touched 
(e.g. down to 77 on XAU)) then rally with expansion of Bollinger Bands: 

 
 
Therefore, very close... as XAU got down to ~79.31 on June 28th, 2018 and ~77.99 on July 23rd, 
2018. 
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20)  HUI & XAU Indicators: RSI 21 area above line > area below the RSI 21 line over the past few months, 
Stochastic 21 < 25 and crossing up, & MACD < 0 for a while and begging to cycle up: 

 
 

 
 
Therefore, yes for most criteria. 
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21) Boiler Room: Looking for majority to be < 40 and ideally < 30 and better yet all green lights: 

BGMI INDEX 

 

HUI INDEX 

 

XAU INDEX 

 

THE BOILER 
ROOM 

 
UNITED 
STATES 
GOLD 

INDICES 

 

 

 

Bullish 
Percentages 
Stocks above 
their 35dma 
Measures the 
number of 
stocks in the 
index above 
their 35 day 
moving average. 
The results are 
shown as a 
percentage. 

 

 

 

Relative 
Strength 
Measures up 
moves vs down 
moves applied 
to stocks in the 
index over a 21 
day period. The 
results are 
shown as a 
percentage. 

 

 
 

Short Term 
Summation 
Measures 48 
short term 
indictors applied 
to stocks in the 
index. Smoothed 
by a 10 day 
moving average. 
The results are 
shown as a 
percentage. 
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Buying 
Pressure 
Measures the 
number of up 
stocks in the 
index. Smoothed 
by a 10 day 
moving average. 
The results are 
shown as a 
percentage. 

  

 

Volume Buying 
Pressure 
Measures the up 
volume 
compared to the 
total volume. 
Smoothed by a 
10 day moving 
average. The 
results are 
shown as a 
percentage. 

 
Therefore, no, not today... but was YES on June 28th... (i.e. has a quick turnaround...) and maybe yes 
again soon (i.e. on a further sell off that may currently be underway). 
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22) Pivot Points - Support & Resistance: Look to buy G&PM (i.e. aggressively) once a bottom is in place as 
confirmed by the 3rd overhead resistances being taken out to the upside (i.e. wait to see $1254 taken 
out on the upside to complete full positions and keep tight stops on initial positions prior to this): 

 
 
Therefore, not yet for fully unhedged positions... but possibly soon. 
 

23) GOLD MOVING AVERAGES: Target between -5% to -10%. 

http://www.goldchartsrus.com/gold/AU-MAs.php  
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24) GOLD SIGMA BANDS: In the 6 Sigma Bands chart below the gold price has significant upside simply to 
revert to the mean (i.e. red line) and often reversions to the mean overshoot both on the downside and 
on the upside as has been the case during the past four cycles.  If the next cycle were to overshoot to 
just Sigma 1+ than the gold price would rise to above $2,400 and possibly well above this price level as 
the Sigma 1+ line is rising over time and there is also the possibility that the gold price will rise well 
above the Sigma 3+ line (i.e. which is currently rising rapidly above the $3,800 gold price level) as the 
gold price did at the end of the 1980 secular bull market.  It’s good to keep an eye on the long term. 
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In the chart below, of the Gold 200 DMA Sigma Bands, it most often pays, in a bull market (i.e. a 
rising mean / red line environment), to buy gold at the mean level (i.e. at the red line or below) 
and reduce gold exposure at or above the Sigma 3+ level (i.e. currently above a $1,600 gold price) 
and/or for a more active trading approach or more conservative exit approach at the Sigma 2+ 
level (i.e. currently above a $1,500 gold price) and for a very active trading approach or very 
conservative exit approach at the Sigma 1+ level (i.e. currently above a $1,400 gold price). 
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25) JMP’s Ideal Target Buy Zone for G&PM:  Buy all the best G&PM mining shares / funds / ETFs when the 
XAU is anywhere in the blue circle and/or if it gets down to the red support line (i.e. in the buy zone): 

 

Therefore, getting closer... but not quite yet... possibly soon...  

Also, we may get a double bottom in gold with a positively divergent lower low in gold.  A positively 
divergent lower low in gold would be a replay of 2015-H2.  We prefer the DSI as a sentiment indicator 
based on its accuracy and we have a positively divergent 21D MA in 2015 with a lower low in price in 
Dec 2015.  Could we see same again... 
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From EWI: “Extreme opinions, shared widely, constitute the single most reliable indicator of an 
impending change of direction for a market.  This maxim of market analysis is from the August-
September 2006 issue of The Elliott Wave Theorist and represents the market’s true “fundamentals.”  It 
is why measures of sentiment are the most important market indicators.  When market participants 
believe one way strongly they have presumably acted on their beliefs, which leaves few new buyers to 
perpetuate a trend.  Thus, it creates the high potential for a move in the opposite direction.  Gold 
currently fits the bill.  Prices declined to $1211.57 on July 19, which is within the $1175-$1215 range 
cited in these pages.  This area sports the high probability of coinciding with the end of Minor wave C of 
Intermediate wave (B), assuming that wave (B) is tracing out a triangle pattern (see text, pg. 49).  In 
Friday’s STU, we discussed the possibility of a non-confirmation between gold and silver at the end of 
the current selloff, whereby one metal goes to a new price extreme, not confirmed by the other.  While 
this behavior is not required, we are nonetheless alert for it since it occurs often.  What is clear is that 
bearish sentiment is extreme, as shown on one of the charts above.  Managed Money Accounts, a cohort 
of gold speculators that behaves similar to Large Speculators, is net-short 22,155 gold futures contracts, 
just shy of the all-time record next short position held near the end of Primary wave A (circle), as shown 
on the chart.  At the same time, the Daily Sentiment Index (trade- futures.com) dropped to just 7% last 
Thursday (July 19), the third single-digit level of the month.  The evidence is clear that investors’ 
opinion toward gold is “extreme.”  Once wave C is confirmed as complete in gold, wave D should carry 
toward the $1300-$1330 range.  If Intermediate wave (B) is tracing out a flat pattern (see text, pg. 45) 
instead of a triangle, gold’s rally will be shorter, likely to $1270-$1289 after which prices will decline 
again, eventually coming down to the area surrounding the $1046.20 low in December 2015.”  Either 
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way the following Intermediate wave (C) should carry the gold price up to the $1,500 to $1,550 level (as 
shown in the Gold’s Waves chart above). 
 
 
INTAC Analysis of the XAU Recovery of 1986 to 1990 Vs. 2016 to 2020; 
 
As all INTAC investors are aware, INTAC believes we are in the 2nd half of a secular G&PM bull market.  
Specifically, the gold mining shares completed a mid secular “cyclical” correction from the end of December 2010 
to January 19th, 2016 followed by the first leg up from Jan 19th, 2016 to early August 2016 and currently the G&PM 
sector appears to be nearing the end of the correction, consolidation, and base building period since August 2016.  
The gold price chart below illustrates our secular bull market thesis: 
 
This 

 
 
In my past IIC I wrote: “The below pennant formation upside breakout for the gold price may turn back down over 
the coming months to kiss the lower long term trendline good bye (i.e. the thin red line), which may also coincide 
with a kiss good bye of the 140-month moving average (i.e. the thin blue line that is rising with the thin redline), 
prior to a massive rally of the gold price.  The 140-month moving average currently at $1203.73 and rising at a rate 
of approximately $15 per month should provide solid support on any further potential gold price weakness.” 
 
Please see the updated chart below where my predicted “kiss good bye” of the 140-month moving average has now 
occurred: 
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It would be ideal if the 140-month moving average acted as support for the gold price, however, this is not required 
to confirm that we are still in a secular bull market.  The 2nd leg up in the 2nd half of the secular G&PM bull market 
may not start until the gold price pulls back to $1,212 (i.e. it just recently did this) or $1,172 or even the $1,125 
Fibonacci support level(s) (see chart below). 
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However, it is worth having a further look at potential outcomes if we are in a secular G&PM bear market and not 
a secular G&PM bull market.  We remind our clients that the notion of the G&PM market being in a secular bear 
market does not only conflict with INTAC’s analysis and corresponding views, this also conflicts with Bank Credit 
Analyst’s (“BCA”) research and views among many other highly respected buy side analysts and macro-economic 
research firms. 
 
In any event, we will compare the 1986 bottom and following recovery (i.e. which topped in 1980 followed by a 
lower top in 1982 and which occurred during a secular G&PM bear market) with the bottom of 2016 (i.e. thirty 
years after 1986 and which topped in 2010, thirty years after 1980, followed by a lower top in 2012, thirty years 
after 1982, and for which it is still unknown if we are in a secular G&PM bull or bear market). 
 
Comparing the G&PM market of 2016 to 2020 (i.e. the recent/current/& future five-year period) to that of 1986 to 
1990 (i.e. a five-year counter trend period during a secular bear market which has a very similar profile to the current 
period thus far) may prove useful in terms of offering future risk management consideration. 
 
1986 – After the 1986 bottom there was a big baby bull market that rallied 173% which was followed by an almost 
50% correction which continued to whipsaw investors during a base forming coil that lasted 20 months from the 
top of the baby bull.  Once the coil ended the XAU gained 62.6%.  Further, this 62.6% gain in the XAU does not 
include the potential Alpha generated by INTAC and/or our active G&PM fund managers nor does this 62.6% gain 
include the effects of leverage.  Further, this 62.6% gain and the corresponding resolution of the whipsawing base 
forming coil was during a secular bear market: 
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2016 – After the 2016 bottom there was a big baby bull market that rallied 197% which was followed by an almost 
37.6% correction which continued to whipsaw investors during a base forming coil that has lasted about 23.5 months 
(i.e. so far) from the top of the baby bull.  Once the coil ends (e.g. maybe with the XAU being somewhere between 
77 to 63 (i.e. with 70 being the mid-range)) will the XAU rally once again and if so by how much XXX%?  Also, 
any potential XAU gains do not include the potential Alpha generated by INTAC and/or our active G&PM fund 
managers nor does this include the effects of leverage: 
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We suspect a second leg up in the G&PM market is nigh regardless of whether this will form part of the second half 
of a secular bull market (i.e. as we, BCA, and many other respected buy side analysts and macro-economic research 
firms believe) or part of a secular bear market. 
 
The challenge for investors is to be able to stay the course with their long-term G&PM investment strategy, patently 
wait and reduce exposure when the G&PM sector has experienced a strong and prolonged rally, and to not succumb 
to their emotions and sell in panic and/or frustration during the inevitable pull backs and/or lengthy consolidation 
periods. 
 
 
Additional Research Reports and Video Research Links: 
 
Additional Research: 
 
If you are interested in receiving any of the below listed additional research files, that INTAC has considered in 
forming our investment strategy, then simply email us at ceo@intacglobal.com and we will email you the requested 
files: 
 

1) Baker Steel - BSPM Investment Managers Commentary 18-Q2 
2) Baker Steel - Gold Equities & Gold 18-07 
3) Baker Steel - Gold vs the US Dollar - June 2018 
4) Barron's - Q&A with Joe Foster 18-05-29 
5) BCA - DI 2018_06_22_002 CAD 
6) BCA - DI Tracking The Neutral Rate 18-06-21 
7) BCA - DI USD Correcting Lower 2018-07-09 
8) BCA - Fractal Trading Model - Buy Gold 18-07-19 
9) BCA - SR_SR_2018_07_09 
10) BCA - View Matrix 18-04-16 
11) CE - Fiscal-stimulus-will-prompt-more-monetary-tightening (10) 
12) CE - GEO 18-Q3 
13) CE - Global Central Bank Watch (Jun. 18) 
14) CE - Global Economics Focus - Protectionism (July 18) 
15) CE - Global Inflation Watch - (Jun 18) 
16) CE - Key Calls from Capital Economics 18-07-09 
17) CE - Metals Watch (Jun. 18) - Gold & Trade War 
18) CE - Precious Metals Update - Gold & Fed (Jun 18) 
19) CE - Precious Metals Update - Has gold further to fall (Jul 18) 
20) CE - Safe-haven-demand-gives-a-boost-to-gold-prices 
21) CE - US Economics Focus - Real rates (May 18) 
22) CE - US Economics Update - Fed Balance Sheet (Jul 18) 
23) CE-  US Economics Update - Fed Decision (Jun 18) 
24) FED - RES PR Monetary Policy 18-06-13 
25) FED - RES Projections Table 18-06-13 
26) FED - Sustaining Full Employment and Inflation around Target - Lael Brainard 18-05-31 
27) Goldman - on Commodity Cycle 18-05-01 
28) In Gold we Trust (Compact-Version-english) 18-05-29 
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29) In Gold we Trust (Extended-version-english) 18-05-29 
30) INTAC - Gold Fund Analysis 18-06-29 
31) INTAC - Top Global G&PM Fund Manager Bios 
32) INTAC Inv Com - Video Research 2018-Q2 
33) INTAC Inv Com - Web Research 2018-Q2 
34) Jim Rickards - New Case For Gold Excerpt 
35) Real Vision - Killer Charts 18-Q2 
36) Sprott - Gold Report - Periphery to Core 18-06 
37) Sprott - Sprott Silver Report_ Silver’s Critical Role In Electrification May Fuel Its Rise 
38) Van Eck - Gold Monthly Commentary 18-06 
39) Van Eck - Where Does Gold Come From - The Stars! 

 
By no means is this additional research required reading by INTAC investors.  However, it can help investors to 
stay even more informed on the critical considerations that relate to the important decisions that face all HNWI 
investors regarding rebalancing their overall - net worth / investment - asset allocation and in consideration of their 
allocation to alternative investment strategies and in particular G&PM. 
 
 
Concluding Remarks: 
 
As detailed in our performance review at the outset of this commentary, we are very pleased that, the INTAC 
accounts have significantly outperformed gold, all G&PM mining share indices and ETF’s, our G&PM peer group, 
and the S&P 500 Index (i.e. not a relevant benchmark) since 2016. 
 
We will continue to work hard, in an effort, to maintain this outperformance and maximize the potential of the next 
major advance in the G&PM bull market. 
 
We urge you to consider the investment strategies being employed in the context of prevailing market conditions 
in all your investment and savings accounts to ensure your overall allocation is diversified and prudent for your 
individual circumstances. 
 
We are convinced that our INTAC Global Investments – Private Wealth Management – Global Portfolios are well 
positioned for the medium to long-term and that our concentrated, overweight, and often leveraged investment in 
precious metals mining shares and related investments with an active allocation in and out of allocated gold & silver 
bullion and/or cash / cash equivalents or margin, will pro-offer stellar gains on an absolute, relative, and risk 
adjusted basis by the year-end 2020 to 2024 year-end. 
 
 
Best Regards,  
James Mark Plaxton 
James Mark Plaxton B.Sc. Eng. / B.Comm. Minor 

Founder, Executive Chairman, & CIO 
Research Office: 1-284-495-9343 
BVI Cell: 1-284-542-4228 & USVI Cell: 1-340-690-4228 
Skype: mplaxton 
mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com 
mplaxton@intacglobal.com 
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This Investment Commentary reflects the views of the author as of the date or dates cited and may change at any time.  The information should not 
be construed as investment advice.  No representation is made concerning the accuracy of cited data, nor is there any guarantee that any projection, 
forecast or opinion will be realized.  References to stocks, securities, ETF’s, Funds, and/or investments should not be considered recommendations 
to buy or sell.  Past performance is not a guide to future performance.  Securities that are referenced may be held in portfolios managed by INTAC 
and/or by principals, employees and associates of INTAC, and such references should not be deemed as an understanding of any future position, 
buying or selling, that may be taken by INTAC.  We will periodically reprint charts or quote extensively from articles published by other sources.  
When we do, we will endeavor to provide appropriate source information.  The quotes and material that we reproduce are selected because, in our 
view, they provide an interesting, provocative or enlightening perspective on current events.  Their reproduction in no way implies that we endorse 
any part of the material or investment recommendations published on those sites. 

Source: INTAC 
Author: James Mark Plaxton 




